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Abstract

Near-duplicate image discovery is the task of detecting
all clusters of images which duplicate at a significant re-
gion. Previous work generally take divide and conquer ap-
proaches composed of two steps: generating cluster seeds
using min-hashing, and growing the seeds by searching the
entire image space with the seeds as queries. Since the
computational complexity of the seed growing step is gen-
erally O(NL) where N and L are the number of images
and seeds respectively, existing work can hardly be scaled
up to a billion-scale dataset because L is typically millions.
In this paper, we study a feasible solution of near-duplicate
image discovery on one billion images, which is easily im-
plemented on MapReduce framework. The major contri-
bution of this work is to introduce the seed growing step
designed to efficiently reduce the number of false positives
among cluster seeds withO(cNL) time complexity, where c
is small enough for a billion-scale dataset. The basis com-
ponent of the seed growing step is a bottom-k min-hash,
which generates different signatures in a sketch to remove
all candidate images that share only one common visual
word with a cluster seed. Our evaluations suggest that the
proposed method can discover near-duplicate clusters with
high precision and recall, and represent some interesting
properties of our 1 billion dataset.

1. Introduction
Near-duplicate image discovery is to detect all clusters

composed of images which duplicate at a significant re-
gion. Let T be a partition of an image space. The task is
to minimize the cost with an optimal T ∗, so that the sum of

∗This work was done during an internship at Microsoft Research Asia.

Figure 1. Near-duplicate clusters discovered from our one billion
dataset with the repeated visual words marked as red circles. The
repeated pattern has the potential to generate mid-level instance-
specific features.

distances between images and their cluster centers is mini-
mized, as denoted in Eq.1:

T ∗ = argmin
T

|T |∑
i=1

∑
xj∈Ti

dist(xj , ci) (1)

where dist(·, ·) is a distance measure, xj is an image,
and ci is the center of subspace Ti. For a distance mea-
sure, state-of-the-art methods [5, 6] utilize Jaccard similar-
ity, measuring the overlapping ratio of the two sets. An
image is typically represented as a set of visual words,
and henceforth Jaccard similarity is well suited to define
near-duplicate images. Two images are defined as near-
duplicates if dist(·) ≤ θ, where θ is a judiciously selected
threshold.

Given a billion-scale dataset, near-duplicate image dis-
covery can be an essential element of computer vision ap-
plications: removing redundancy in image search index to
save cost, discovering spatially related images [5], generat-
ing mid-level instance-specific visual descriptors [14, 18],
etc. Figure 1 suggests that duplicated regions marked out



by repeated visual words can be used to generate mid-level
(instance-specific) features.

State-of-the-art approaches [5, 6] optimize Eq.1 with two
steps: cluster seeds (analogous with cluster centers) gener-
ation and seed growing. An efficient, nonparametric ap-
proach is generally adopted for the seed generation step as
a good guess of ci. Specifically, min-hashing [1] is used to
partition Rd into subspaces, and a number of cluster seeds
ci are generated from each subspace, in which ci is a set
of repeated visual words from an image pair. Seed grow-
ing is performed by image retrieval using ci as queries,
which is an O(NL) approach, where there are N images
and L = |T | seeds.

We argue that the retrieval-based seed growing method
cannot be scaled up to a billion-scale image dataset. Ac-
cording to our observation, L is typically in million-scale
when N ≥ 1 billion, and basic knowledge on algorithm
tells us that it is too high computational complexity.

In this paper, we propose a novel near-duplicate image
discovery approach on a billion-scale dataset. While we
adopt the same divide-and-conquer idea of [5, 6], the major
difference lies in the seed growing step. Instead of perform-
ing image retrieval, we solve seed growing with multiple
min-hash filters of which the computational complexity is
O(cNL), where c is very small for a billion-scale dataset.
The major challenge we met during our implementation is
the high false positive ratio (i.e. candidate images for a clus-
ter seed we need to verify based on the original image de-
scriptors). We fight the challenge with two methods, which
are our major contributions:

• a novel seed growing function which is highly scalable
and easily implemented on the MapReduce framework
[9]. It is an ensemble of multiple min-hash filters that
efficiently and effectively reduces false positive candi-
date images of a cluster seed.

• bottom-k min-hash [8], which specifically targets at re-
moving candidate images which share only one com-
mon visual words with a seed.

In this paper, we abbreviate million as M and billion as
B to save space.

2. Related Work
In this section, we review some related work for near-

duplicate image discovery. To our best knowledge, there is
no previous work to propose a feasible solution for near-
duplicate image discovery on a billion-scale dataset.

Large-scale global duplicates discovery. The primary
goal of prior work is to build up efficient algorithms to dis-
cover all global duplicates on a billion-scale dataset. [15]
proposes an approximate nearest neighbor search method
for clustering billions of images. The method works since

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. Examples of duplicate images discovered by our ap-
proach. We name (a) and (b) as global duplicates, which can be
reasonably discovered by global feature based duplicate discov-
ery techniques (e.g. [15]), whereas (c) and (d) as near-duplicates
which can only be reasonably addressed by local feature based
methods.

images are represented by global features1. As a conse-
quence, the approach is good at clustering global duplicates
but is vulnerable to near-duplicates. Figure 2 shows a few
examples. Recently, [19] proposes an efficient algorithm to
discover all global duplicate clusters on a 2 billion dataset,
where PCA-based hashing discovers initial clusters and the
clusters are growing until discovering all possible global du-
plicates. Unfortunately, this algorithm also has some limi-
tations inherently by global features.

Near-duplicate image search. Given a query im-
age, the existing algorithms [7, 10] efficiently search near-
duplicate images from a large-scale dataset, where the time
complexity of search is reduced from O(N) into O(cN),
where c is a small constant. One may want to issue ev-
ery image as a query to discover all near-duplicate images.
Although [7, 10] reduces several orders for searching, near-
duplicate image discovery still requiresO(cN2), which suf-
fers from heavy computational cost.

Near-duplicate image discovery. Previous work typi-
cally tries to discover spatially related images on a small-
scale (million-scale) dataset, which can be easily adapted
for near-duplicate image discovery. [5] is the first work
for discovering spatially related images from a million-scale
dataset. In this work, the authors utilize min-hashing to im-
plement cluster seed generation and cluster seed growing
steps, reducing the time complexity ofO(N2) intoO(NL),
where N is the number of images and L is the number of
cluster seed. Unfortunately, as we will observe, there are
millions of cluster seeds to make the algorithm infeasible
on a billion-scale dataset.

1Typical global feature vectors are about hundreds or thousands of di-
mensions, whereas bag-of-visual-words descriptors are typically defined
on a visual codebook with millions of visual words when dealing with bil-
lions of images.



3. Background
In this section, we review the properties of min-hashing

and our definition of near-duplicate images.

3.1. Min-Hashing

Min-hashing [2] is a randomized algorithm to preserve
Jaccard similarity, where the images with high similarity
are collided into the same hash bucket. More specifically,
given the example represented by a set x = {x1, ..., xn}, a
min-hash signature is defined as h(x) = argminxi

π(xi),
where π(·) is a random permutation. Given the two sets, x
and y, the Jaccard similarity is defined as

J(x,y) =
|x ∩ y|
|x ∪ y|

. (2)

The collision probability of a min-hash signature is the same
with Jaccard similarity:

P (h(x) = h(y)) = J(x,y). (3)

If a single min-hash signature is used, many false positives
are resided into the same hash bucket. To remove the false
positives, a couple of independent min-hash signatures are
grouped together, which is called as a sketch. The collision
probability is decreased by the sketch length, where

P (s(x) = s(y)) = J(x,y)k, (4)

where s(·) is a sketch and k is a sketch length.
If a large sketch length is used, the number of false pos-

itive is decreased, but the number of false negative is in-
creased, i.e. recall is decreased. To improve recall. multiple
sketches are introduced, where two examples are reduced in
the same hash bucket if they share at least one of sketches.
The collision probability when the sketch size is k and the
number of sketch is M is described as

P (collsion) = 1− (1− J(x,y)k)M . (5)

For the random permutation, a linear hash function is
commonly used [13, 3]:

π(x) = (a× x+ b) mod n, (6)

where a and b are random integers and n is a prime number
larger than the number of visual word.

3.2. Definition of Near-Duplicates

In this section, we introduce some information of our
dataset and our definition2 of near-duplicates, which helps
to understand the proposed algorithm.

2A solid scientific measurement of near-duplicate images is beyond the
scope of this paper.

Figure 3. Three examples of the effect of J(x,y) on duplicate
image suggestions. The query images are located on the top.

Our dataset consists of 1B images randomly collected
from Bing. We represent an each image by a set of visual
words as in [16]. Specifically, we build up 1M visual words
(stop words are removed) by k-means clustering on an in-
dependent dataset. To represent an image by a set of visual
words, we extract SIFT features of an image and select the
40 most salient ones similar to the approach of [10]. Then,
using 1M visual words, an image is represented by a set of
40 visual words.

Since an image is represented by a discrete set [7, 5], it
is natural to use Jaccard similarity to define near-duplicates.
In our implementation, two images are assumed as a near-
duplicate pair if their Jaccard Similarity J(·) satisfies Eq.7.

J(x,y) =
|x ∩ y|
|x ∪ y|

≥ α. (7)

where x, y are sets of visual words of two images respec-
tively, and α is a threshold.

We observe that α = 0.0811 is an empirically good
threshold to discover near-duplicates, which means that 6
out of 40 visual words are common of two images. These
settings are selected with tedious manual evaluations on a
large near-duplicate image set.

Figure 3 visualizes the relationship between J(x,y) and
the precision of duplicate images discovered. The four
J(x,y) values correspond to |x ∩ y| = 1, 3, 6, 7 respec-
tively. The three images in the top row are the query im-
ages we used to retrieve the 1B dataset, and the images in
the other rows are the detected “duplicate images”. Each
row of duplicated images corresponds to a specific value
of J(x,y) labeled at the left-most of Figure 3. There are
no explicit clues to suggest why those images are retrieved
when they share only one visual word (i.e. J(x,y) =
0.0127). With 3 common visual words, images seem to
share some visual clues such as visually similar objects (e.g.
the white car in the first example, and the picture on the wall
in the third example) and similar edges or layouts (e.g. the
second example). Challenging near-duplicate images are
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Figure 4. Brief sketch of our near-duplicate discovery approach. Images are first min-hashed into buckets to generate the cluster seeds. The
seeds are then grown by enumerating all the images with an efficient seed growing function, which is built upon multiple min-hash filters.

discovered when J(x,y) = 0.0811, and diversity on image
content reduces as J(x,y) increases.

4. The proposed solution
In this section, we detail our solution of discovering

near-duplicate images from 1B images, which is summa-
rized in Figure 4. Similar to [12, 11, 14], we also use min-
hashing to generate cluster seeds, and then grow the seeds
by matching them to the 1B images with multiple min-hash
filters. The solution was implemented on the MapReduce
framework and the pseudo-codes are summarized in the
supplementary material.

4.1. Cluster Seed Generation

Min-hashing is used to efficiently partition images into
buckets, where the images having the same sketch (i.e. in
the same bucket) are candidates for the cluster seeds. Since
images in a bucket are not necessarily near-duplicates, false
positives should be removed to identify clean seeds. We
form a graph whose nodes are defined by images and an
edge occurs if Jaccard similarity between two images sat-
isfy Eq.7 (α ≥ 0.0811). Then, all connected components of
the graph are extracted, and each component is a candidate
cluster seed.

A cluster seed is represented as the 40 most frequent vi-
sual words that occur in the corresponding connected com-
ponent. This implementation is a intrinsically simple query
expansion, whereas a more complex expansion model con-
siders the spatial layouts of image pairs [5].

Note that 87.6M cluster seeds are generated through this
step. Millions of cluster seeds make the cluster seed grow-
ing step used in [5, 6] impractical for our 1B dataset, be-
cause the time complexity is O(NL), where there are N
images and L seeds. In the next section, we state our cluster
seed growing approach to effectively remove false positives.

4.2. Cluster Seed Growing

In this section, we describe our cluster seed growing,
which is a practical approach for a billion-scale dataset.
Cluster seed growing is to collect all near-duplicate images,
given the cluster seeds. Before describing the details of our

approach, we want to remark that cluster seed growing is
the same as “similarity join”, and discuss why the recent
approaches of similarity join cannot be applied for a billion-
scale dataset.

Existing similarity join algorithms have two steps: 1)
candidate seed-item pairs generation step, and 2) false pos-
itive pairs elimination step (based on the original features).
How to generate the small number of candidate seed-item
pairs is the focus for similarity join, and our seed growing
method as well.

Assuming all items as images for simplicity, one can
naı̈vely collect all similar seed-image pairs by employing
an inverted index, where a candidate image has to share at
least one visual word with a cluster seed. However, we ob-
served that the number of candidate images per cluster seed
is more than 2M on the 1B dataset, estimated on randomly
selected 5,000 cluster seeds. This phenomenon suggests
that the naı̈ve approach cannot be applied to a billion-scale
dataset.

A better approach is to employ a filter [20, 21, 4], which
removes false positives in an efficient way before comput-
ing the exact distance between a seed and an image. Prefix
filtering [4] maintains a small subset of visual words (in-
stead of all visual words) to select candidate images for
a seed. However, the low similarity threshold (i.e. α =
0.0811 used to define near-duplicates in section 3.2) makes
prefix filtering impractical to our case, because we have to
keep the most of visual words. Such low similarity thresh-
old also limits advantages of the other filtering-based algo-
rithms [20, 21].

4.2.1 The seed growing function

Our seed growing function measures the probability that
an image is a near-duplicate candidate of a cluster seed.
Given a cluster seed ci and an image x, Eq.8 gives our seed
growing function, in which p(ci,x) is defined in Eq.10 de-
scribed in section 4.2.2. The core contribution of Eq.8 is
the well-designed combination of min-hash functions [17]
so that false positive and false negative ratios are well-
balanced in the condition that J(ci,x) = 0.0811 defines
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Figure 5. Histogram of the number of images sharing variant num-
bers of visual words with a cluster seed, evaluated on 5,000 ran-
dom seeds.

near-duplicates.

P (survival) = (1− (1− p(ci,x))M )S

, (PMHF )
S ,

(8)

where p(ci,x) is an estimator of the similarity between ci
and x, PMHF is denoted as a min-hash filter, S is the num-
ber of min-hash filter and M is a parameter for min-hash
filter.

The motivation to multiply S ≥ 1 min-hash filters for
cluster seed growing is to reduce the number of false posi-
tive candidate images. Specifically, an image x is a candi-
date duplicate for a cluster seed ci if and only if all min-hash
filters judge that it is a candidate, i.e. p(survival) > 0.

For the min-hash filter, we can use the standard min-
hash, but this will lead to a severe computational bottle-
neck due to the numerous number of images which share
one visual word with a cluster. Figure 5 represents that the
number of images which share only one visual word with
a cluster seed is about 2M. We denote this phenomenon as
one-common-word problem. If we use the standard min-
hash with k = 2 and M = 512, the collision probability
is 0.079 when J(ci,x) = 0.0127 (i.e. sharing one com-
mon word), resulting in at least 2M × 0.079 ≈ 0.16M false
positives per cluster seed. This requires 0.16M × 87.6M
times of pair verification based on original image descrip-
tors, where the number of cluster seeds is 87.6M.

One may want to increase S (i.e. the number of min-
hash filters) to reduce the number of false positives rapidly.
To implement the seed growing function, we should store
the intermediate results for an individual min-hash filter and
take the intersection to reduce the number of false positives.
When we use the standard min-hash with k = 2 and M = 512,
the intermediate results require at least 0.16M × 87.6M ×
4bytes = 50.6TB storage, where the number of cluster seeds
is 87.6M, the number of false positives is 0.16M, and 4bytes
are used to represent an image. Therefore, it is no be useful
to increase S.

Finally, one may want to increase k (i.e. sketch length)
to eliminate false positives, but this setting should increase
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Figure 6. The probability of survival (a) of our seed growing func-
tion varying the number of min-hash filters (S), and the detailed
probability (b) of the subfigure (a).

M to achieve a reasonable survival probability. Large M
requires large memory footprint and high computational
costs. Therefore, in the next section, we use a bottom-k
min-hash as the basis of a min-hash filter to efficiently re-
move the false positives.

4.2.2 Min-Hash Filter

A bottom-k min-hash [8] is used as a min-hash filter to re-
solve the one-common-word problem. The standard min-
hash formulation (Eq.5) can generate a sketch with the
same signatures due to the independence assumption. The
bottom-k min-hash breaks this independence in signature
generation, which is defined as Eq.9.

hi(x) = the i-th smallest element of π(v), i = 1, ..., k, (9)

where π(v) defines a permutation on the set of visual words
x. Eq.9 means that all the signatures in a sketch should be
different.

Therefore, p(x,y) in our seed growing function can be
calculated as

p(x,y) =

(x∩y
k

)(x∪y
k

) , (10)

where
()

is a binomial coefficient and
(
a
b

)
= 0 when a < b.

If k ≥ 2, p(x,y) = 0 when |x ∩ y| = 1, which obviously
removes the candidate images sharing only one common
word with a cluster seed.

Figure 6 shows the survival probability of the seed grow-
ing function with the bottom-k min-hash (k = 2 and
M = 512), varying the number of min-hash filters (S).
As in Figure 6, the survival probability with respect to
small Jaccard similarity decreases rapidly by multiplying
multiple min-hash filters, which means that false positive
images are rapidly filtered out. For example, if S = 3,
P (survival) = 6.82% when J(x,y) = 0.0390, which
removes about 83.3% = (0.4086 − 0.0682)/0.4086 can-
didates compared to a single min-hash filter. As a conse-
quence, we observe that the storage cost of all candidate



Table 1. Cluster and image distributions on cluster size
cluster size ≥ 2 ≥ 10 ≥ 100 ≥ 1K

the number of clusters 82.2M 4.5M 0.1M 1.7K
the number of images 344.7M 120.5M 29.5M 6.7M

Table 2. Cluster and image distributions on average Jaccard simi-
larity

average J(x,y) of a cluster ≤ 0.2 ≤ 0.4 ≤ 0.7 ≤ 1
the number of clusters 14.8M 39.1M 57.8M 82.2M
cluster distribution (%) 18.0% 47.6% 70.3% 100%
the number of images 76.9M 201.0M 282.0M 344.7M
image distribution (%) 22.3% 58.3% 81.8% 100%

seed-image pairs decreases from 625GB to 20GB when S
increases from 1 to 3. Meanwhile, true positive images (i.e.
J(x,y) > 0.0811) still have large chance of survival, e.g.
P (survival) = 95.14% when J(x,y) = 0.0959.

Since the proposed seed growing function effectively re-
moves the false positives, the time complexity for growing
a single cluster seed is O(cN), where c is a very small con-
stant. Therefore, the time complexity for the cluster seed
growing step is O(cNL), which makes it practical for a
billion-scale dataset.

4.3. Post-processing

We merge two clusters if there are 40% images in com-
mon and the Jaccard similarity of their corresponding clus-
ter seeds exceeds 0.0811. In addition, the clusters whose
member images have low visual consistency (such as highly
textured or textual images) are removed, if the average Jac-
card similarity of the member images is less than 0.06.

5. Experiments
We conducted a series of evaluations to measure our

proposed method and compared it to several challenging
state-of-the-art baselines. We implemented our algorithm
on MapReduce framework with 250 nodes. The detailed
pseudo code is described in the supplementary material.

5.1. The Distribution of Duplicate Images

From the 1B images, we discovered about 82.2M clus-
ters, which contain about 344.7M near-duplicate images.
Figure 8 shows the sample near-duplicate clusters discov-
ered in our 1B images. The distributions of clusters and
images are shown in Table 1. From this table, it can be
seen that 94.5% = (82.2M − 4.5M)/82.2M clusters are
small which contain less than 9 images. These clusters hold
65.0% = (344.7M − 120.5M)/344.7M images of all the
images that have at least one duplicate. Contrarily, very
large clusters which contain more than 1K images occupy
only a very small proportion of 0.002% clusters, but corre-
spond to 1.94% images.

Table 2 illustrates the distributions of clusters and images
versus the average Jaccard similarity of images in a cluster.

Table 3. Cluster distribution on average Jaccard similarity on the
pseudo ground truth set

the averaged similarity ≤ 0.2 ≤ 0.4 ≤ 0.7 ≤ 1
the number of cluster 955 3,569 5,931 7,868

Ratio (%) 12.1% 45.3% 75.3% 100%

Note that J(x,y) ≤ 0.2 generally suggests that most of the
images in a cluster are near-duplicates rather than global du-
plicates or exact duplicates, which have very large variance
in appearances. Contrarily, J(x,y) = 1 generally suggests
that almost all of the images in a cluster are exact dupli-
cates. The larger the Jaccard similarity, the smaller the ratio
of near-duplicates. From Table 2, we can see that clusters
which tend to be full of near-duplicates occupy a population
of 18.0% of all the clusters, whereas those which are domi-
nated by global or exact duplicates (i.e. J(x,y) ≥ 0.7) oc-
cupies 29.7% = (82.2M − 57.8M)/82.2M of the cluster
population. This suggests that near-duplicate images should
be less popular than global or exact duplicates on the web.

5.2. Performances on Pseudo Ground Truths
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Figure 7. Performance comparison to state-of-the-art baselines.
(a) Our method is much more powerful than existing similarity
join methods in reducing false positive candidates. (b) Our solu-
tion achieves a comparable performance with [5] on a random 1M
dataset.

We would like to measure the average precision and
recall of the discovered image clusters, which requires a
ground truth dataset. Since it is impossible to generate the
true ground truth dataset from billions of images, we adopt
an image retrieval approach to construct a pseudo ground
truth dataset.

We randomly selected 7,868 images which have at least
one global duplicate image by the global feature used in
[19]. Each image is again represented as a set of visual
words and is used as a query to retrieve near-duplicates from
the 1B dataset. The similarity metric is J(x,y) ≥ 0.08. By
this means, we obtained the ground truth cluster Tqi for a
query image qi. Table 3 sheds some lights on the ground
truth dataset Tqi . Comparing this table to Table 2, it can
be seen that our sampling generates a similar cluster distri-
bution as that on the entire 1B dataset, which means it is
a reasonable sampling, so that the average precision and



Figure 8. Samples of near-duplicate clusters whose average Jaccard similarity is less than 0.1. Red circles highlight the repeated local
interest points which drive images into a cluster. More examples can be found in the supplementary material.

recall performances evaluated based on this ground truth
set should reasonably represent the true performance of our
method.

We use below criteria to measure the average precision
and recall:

precision =
1

m

m∑
i=1

|Cqi ∩ Tqi |
|Cqi |

(11)

recall =
1

m

m∑
i=1

|Cqi ∩ Tqi |
|Tqi |

, (12)

where Cqi is a discovered image cluster which contains qi.
We compare our method to several state-of-the-art base-

lines. Firstly, we compare the power of reducing false posi-
tive images to the two similarity join methods, i.e. inverted
index and prefix filtering, as shown in Figure 7(a). It can be
seen that, prefix filtering slightly improves inverted index,
whereas our method greatly outperforms the two baselines.

Secondly, we randomly selected 1M distracter images
from the 1B dataset and mixed them with the ground truth
set, on which we applied our method and Chum’s method
(without spatial verification) [5]. The result is shown in
Figure 7(b). Our method achieved similar precision perfor-
mance but slightly worse recall performance than [5]. The
worse recall is because Chum’s method [5] is about a linear
scan on the entire database, whereas our method effectively
removes false positives with small false negative ratio, as
we discussed in Section 4.2.2. In addition, high precision
and recall in Figure 7(b) suggest that our method discov-
ers all full-duplicate clusters with additional near-duplicate

clusters. This fact leads us to conclude that our method can
discover much more clusters compared with the full dupli-
cate image discovery method [19].

5.3. Evaluation by User Judgement

We conducted user study to measure that the images of a
discovered near-duplicate cluster are really near-duplicate
each other. A user scores a cluster from 5 (very good)
to 0 (bad), and the scoring guideline is summarized as 5
(precision≥ 95%), 4 (≥ 90%), 3 (≥ 80%), 2 (≥ 70%),
1 (≥ 60%), and 0 (< 60%). Ten users were involved
in the evaluation and each of them processed 100 clus-
ters of which average Jaccard similarity is less than 0.2.
The averaged scores for clusters whose J(x,y) < 0.1 and
0.1 ≤ J(x,y) < 0.2 are 3.73 and 4.6 respectively, which
suggests nearly 90% and 95% precisions on the two types
of clusters respectively.

5.4. Running time

In our experiments, our algorithm takes about 17 hours
on 1 billion images with 250 nodes. We expect that [5]
takes much more time than our algorithm, because it takes
already more than 24 hours on 100 million images with 250
nodes. The major computational bottleneck of [5] is cluster
seed growing step, taking O(NL) time complexity, where N
is the number of image and L is the number of cluster seed.
Moreover, we observed that the execution time for cluster
seed growing is increased more than linearly in N (because
L is also increased with N). Therefore, [5] is expected to



Figure 9. Failure cases of near-duplicate images. Each row shows
a subset of discovered clusters. They are either due to the ineffec-
tiveness of image descriptors (the first two clusters), or due to the
errors brought by greedy seed generation.

take more than 240 hours on 1 billion images.

5.5. Discussions: Failure Cases

Four examples of noisy clusters (subsets due to space
limit) are given in Figure 9 which represent the failure cases
we discovered. The first two clusters (one cluster per row)
capture the textual or texture patterns of images. Since no
existing low-level global or local image descriptors can be
generally effective on such images, to achieve high cluster-
ing precision on such images requires more powerful visual
descriptors. The noises in the third and fourth examples
are caused by the cluster seed generation approach (Section
4.1). In the third row, the left four images were grouped
into one cluster because they are both near-duplicates for
the last image. In the last row, four images are assumed
as near-duplicates because of the object “earth”, while the
hands in the last earth image brings into the cluster the im-
age of hands and trees.

6. Conclusions

We presented a scalable solution of near-duplicate image
discovery on billions of images. To our best knowledge, this
is the first achievement of local feature-based image clus-
tering in such a scale. Our method divide-and-conquers the
problem by first efficiently generating some cluster seeds
with min-hashing, and then growing the seeds with a care-
fully designed growing function which removes the false
positives in an efficient manner. We validated the proposed
method quantitatively and qualitatively, and discussed sev-
eral interesting properties of our 1B dataset.
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